
              A Special Type of Blood Stains 
         - with one illustration in the report - 
 
 
 
The discovery of quantity, spread, form, and arrangement  
of blood stains at a blood splattered crime scene can be  
of high importance. Evaluation requires many years of  
experience, usually earned little by little through  
practice, but never out of books. Nevertheless, the  
experts are often not careful enough when it comes to the  
necessary evaluation. 
 
Forced by precise questions of police, jurisdictional or  
governmental authorities, the experts sometime answer too  
exclusively and draw the wrong conclusions about the  
bloodstains on a corpse or in the surrounding crime scene. 
 
The most asked question experts are faced with when  
evaluating blood stains is the one regarding the origin.  
Most always this is difficult to answer. But some  
macroscopic characteristic signs provide information on  
the origin of a blood stain. 
 
This is true when bloody finger prints are found, where  
the papillary lines are defined by the blood. The print is  
of high importance, because it raises the chance of the  
suspect's identification. 
 
Sometimes, impressions of clothing patterns have been  
found in blood stains. For this, Gross gave a very good  
example with reference to the so called "Krumpendorfer"  
murderers ('Handbook for Investigation Judges, 5th  
Edition, Pg. 660). 
 
With the accused, very often the question arises if the  
blood stains might have possibly been caused by nose  
bleeding or menstruation blood. But this essay is not the  
right place to explain on how to proceed with those  
questions. 
 
However, attention should be paid to a very special kind  
of blood stains caused by foamy blood out of the lungs. 
 
Even though the distance of the fall, or the angle with  
which the blood hits the ground, influences the shape of  
blood stains, which for example are more or less round,   
bear paw like, club, bottle like, or are otherwise shaped,  
there will always be very small air bubbles mixed within  



the blood, forming close lying little dots. Sometimes they  
accumulate a bigger air bubble, a larger and lighter mark,  
because they ran into each other, as you can tell from the  
picture. 
 
The first time, I noticed such specific blood stains was  
during an inspection of a crime scene on window glass in  
June 1900. The inspection took place in the apartment of a  
young prostitute, who was stabbed in the back with a knife  
several hours ago by one of her customers, a young guy,  
while she was cleaning herself over a wash basin after  
they had sexual intercourse. The knife used, had a firm  
blade like the ones sold by Bosnic pedlars. 
 
The injured woman, with the knife in her back, called for  
help. When the subject found the door to the room locked,  
he tried to escape jumping out of the window, located in  
the 1st floor, down in the court. 
 
While he was opening the window, the hurt female tried to  
hold onto him and when he jumped, she ripped off his  
jacket and vest. 
 
At the crime scene, between the wall corner, the door, and  
the window several finger length, bigger or smaller,  
blurred blood stains were found, all about 3 feet above  
the floor. Additionally, the window sill and the area in  
front of the window showed blood drops and splashes.  
Stains of foamy blood were also found on the in- and  
outside of the window glass having been opened towards the  
room. 
 
Even before the prostitute's examination by the court's  
physician in the hospital, it was possible to state by the  
blood stains found at the crime scene that the knife must  
have injured the lungs, and that the female must have  
stood closely to the window after having been stabbed. 
 
Of course, blood stains like this can also be caused  
without any violent force through regular blood cough. I  
keep one drinking glass that shows remarkable splashes of  
foamy blood. The glass was found near the corps of a young  
man, suffering lung tuberculosis, who died instantly of a  
haematoma. 
 
During the governmental examination the physician noticed  
the blood stains and gave the glass to me as a show-and-  
tell object for teaching purposes. 



On glass, or any other light smooth surface, stains like  
the above are easy to point out. This does not apply to a  
rough and/or colored surface. 
 
Certainly, the blood stains have been seen and evaluated  
in the right way by other experts before, but for them not  
being mentioned in regular manuals or handbooks, I  
considered it necessary to put special emphasis on this  
matter. 
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